
E N D L E S S  P O S S I B I L I T I E S
R E M A R K A B L E  LV T  D E S I G N E D  F O R  A N Y  P R O J E C T



IMAGINE IT, 
THEN INSTALL IT. 

With the Amtico Collection from Mannington Commercial, it is possible to install any 

design that you can imagine. Explore the possibilities that LVT makes reality, drawing 

from the broadest portfolio of aesthetics in the industry, and a wide range of sizes for 

tiles and planks, including oversized formats. 

Then select one of three pathways into your custom project: 

• COMBINE running line products into unique and intriguing designs;

• CHOOSE from our collection of signature designs and layouts for your spaces;

• CREATE your own design – imagine it, then install it.

CUSTOM PATTERN



Choose from hundreds of Amtico Collection products to 

insert into your design – whether inspired by nature or 

abstract designs, bold or subtle visuals, sophisticated or 

modern patterning. Then select the perfect colors, and the 

right placement of each. 

A dedicated CAD team brings design and technical 

expertise to every stage of the process. Ensuring that your 

product looks and performs to our exacting standards.

SIGNATURE LAYOUT, WOVEN



Are you inspired by unique and intriguing combinations of running line styles and 

sizes? No problem. 

Because beautiful Amtico products already come in a wide range of tiles and 

planks, it’s simple to create distinctive and beautiful combinations of existing 

formats. Mix and match. Try different options until you get the perfect look. 

All you have to do is let us know the style and format combinations. We’ll take it 

from there. 

COMBINE
RUNNING LINE PRODUCTS

NEAR RIGHT: A CHANGE OF 

PLANK SCALE, PAIRED WITH 

A VARIETY OF WARM-TONED 

HUES .

FAR RIGHT: A VARIATION 

IN GRAINS CREATE A BOLD 

FLOORING



QUILL GESSO WITH STANDARD CROSSGRAIN



Does one of the signature designs and motifs on our website catch your eye? It’s 

easy when you start with “Apt,” our custom app (available on our website and in 

the App store). 

Use Apt to select a pre-designed motif or layout, created by our team of in-house 

designers. Then drop in styles and colors, to see a virtual installation in seconds. 

Try other visuals and virtually install again (and again) until you find the perfect 

combination.

CHOOSE
FROM OUR SIGNATURE MOTIFS

ALL AMTICO COLLECTION LVT 

FEATURES A WEAR LAYER 

THAT IS 40 MILS THICK , 

COMPARED TO AN INDUSTRY 

STANDARD 20 MILS . SIGNATURE MOTIF, LOTUS



SIGNATURE HERRINGBONE PLEAT

A



RIGHT AND FAR RIGHT: BRANDED 

ELEMENTS ADD INSPIRATION 

TO CORPORATE OFFICES , 

UNIVERSITY FACILITIES , AND 

RETAIL SPACES . 

Want to start with a blank canvas, a logo, a sketch, or any other creative spark? 

Creating a truly custom pattern is as simple as: 1) Submit your idea; 2) Select styles 

and colors. To begin your custom project, contact your local Mannington Commercial 

representative.

1. Submit your idea – Start with a sketch, a photo, branded elements. Any inspiration 

is a good start.

2. Select styles and colors – Choose from the broad portfolio of products in the 

Amtico Collection – abstracts or nature-inspired designs, sophisticated or bold. 

Then choose from the most inspiring and relevant color palette in the industry.

3. Let our in-house professionals translate your concepts into beautiful reality.

CREATE
YOUR OWN DESIGN

CUSTOM PATTERN

CUSTOM PATTERN



CUSTOM LOGO

CUSTOM PATTERN



When the design is exactly what you want, we will precision-cut your product, 

assure its quality, test-assemble it, photograph the assembly, write installation 

instructions, and ship it to the project location. Making the installer happy, because 

our packaging and assembly instructions ensure that everything is ready for a quick 

and easy installation. Making the client happy, with a beautifully crafted floor that 

will last for years.

APPROVE AND
INSTALL

ABOVE RIGHT: EACH DELIVERY ARRIVES WITH A  

STRAIGHT-FORWARD KEY FOR YOUR INSTALLERS , 

INCLUDING AN IMAGE OF THE PRE-ASSEMBLED FLOOR.

NEAR RIGHT: OUR CUSTOM SPECIALISTS PRECISELY 

MEASURE, CUT, AND TEST ASSEMBLE EVERY CUSTOM 

PRODUCT BY HAND. WE HANDLE ALL OF THE DETAILS 

FOR A SMOOTH INSTALLATION.



BRINGING LVT 
PRODUCTION BACK 
TO THE USA

We are a fourth generation, family-owned company that makes flooring in eight 

communities across the US – deeply committed to the places where we work, to keeping 

people employed and manufacturing quality, American-made products.

America is rediscovering the importance of manufacturing jobs for our economy and our 

future. Jobs build communities; when they disappear, so does our ability to stand strong 

and grow. 

Since the acquisition of Amtico in 2012, we have been onshoring production of LVT, 

bringing manufacturing back to the USA, from Asia. In 2013 alone, this led to a 30% 

increase in jobs in our Georgia-based manufacturing plants – helping keep local 

communities and economies strong, and enhancing our ability to bring the best service 

and quality in the industry. Today, orders of our standard LVT ship in 7-14 business days, 

while LVT sourced from Asia typically requires a lead time of at least 14 weeks. And 

totally custom floors can be created and shipped in just a few weeks.

Mannington is making better LVT, better – for domestic jobs, American manufacturing 

communities, a reduced carbon footprint, reduced costs and improved customer service. 

When you order LVT from Mannington, you’re part of this mission.



manningtoncommercial.com


